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The following information adds to Newsletter No. 6 and is a breakdown of our proposed request for fi-
nancial  support and the justifications for same from China Lake NWC. 

The Terra-Gen, LLC is the current owner of the Coso Geothermal Facility which resides on China Lake 
NWC which is Federal land.  This facility, known as the Coso Geothermal,  produces electricity. 

Coso Geothermal has reportedly either run out of or are short of their own groundwater and have now 
signed an agreement with BLM to import water from Rose Valley which is directly west of this facility.   

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF SUGGESTED PLAN TOMOVE LADWP FROM CURRENT TWO 
AQUADUCTS TO INEVITABLE DESALINATION 

Based on royalty income from the last 20 years. 
 

China Lake NWC royalties received 
from  Coso Geothermal for operations on 
Federal Land since 1987 (~20 years)       $500,000,000.00 
 
Less the estimated projected cost of building a 
desalination plant in LA area either at the current 
end of their 2 aqueducts utilizing existing delivery 
facilities and importing Pacific Ocean water  for 
desalination  or locating plant at Pacific Ocean and  
sending desalinated water to existing delivery facilities +/- $100,000,000.00 
 
Would leave CL NWC a net of  current total of   
royalties received               $400,000,000.00 
 

JUSTIFICATION FOR CL NWC’s FINANCIAL  BACKING 
 

1.  The natural flow of  water is diverted from flowing through Rose Valley into our Indian Wells Valley 
aquifer and rerouted to the Coso Geothermal facility which adds to the aquifer-refill problems we are 
experiencing here in IWV.   When this loss is added to the water diverted into the Los Angeles Aqueduct 
many miles to the north which “should also” flow down Owens Valley through Rose Valley to Little 
Lake and on to Indian Wells Valley, we have a very large shortage of natural refill flow into our IWV 
aquifer each year.  IWV receives no payment for our lost water from Coso Geothermal.  
 
2. Coso Geothermal (CG) uses this water from Rose Valley to produce electricity which, that which is 

not used by CL NWC...a small percentage of the over-all, is sold to California Edison. 
 A.  Edison then sells this electricity to their customers which includes adding the cost of what 
        they pay Coso Geothermal plus Edison expenses and profit.  Thus,  when we all pay our 
        bills we are also all paying for  the cost of OUR OWN water being diverted by CG.  Is BLM 
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     receiving payment for this agreement with Coso Geothermal?  I pretty sure BLM is not being fully benevolent, thus 
     this cost would be passed on and added to the cost of that electricity.  Talk about “the buck stops here” which always 
     inevitably means it is paid by the people’s being the “here!” 
 
I believe we, the people of IWV, can certainly justify asking CL NWC to use some of their royalty income to float some kind of 
a loan proposition to Los Angeles to enable LA to build adequate desalination facilities to allow the complete abandonment and 
destruction of their current two aqueducts. 
 
It is my understanding that LA has also installed dams of various sizes within the Owens River and at the east end of creeks 
flowing down the east side of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range in order to produce the electricity they also sell to, I believe, 
Southern California Edison.  The water “flowing through” that electric-producing entity creates the energy to machinery that 
produces electricity and does not actually “use” very much water, if any. 
 
This water, after executing it’s required function,  should continue flowing on down to the natural rivers, creeks, lakes, etc., 
which maintain refill flowing into our aquifers.   Thus, this is one of the main reasons to require those aqueducts be destroyed 
since they are now being used to catch and divert the water flow after electricity production  into the LA aqueducts instead of 
being allowed to go back to natural flow. 
 

SUMMARY 
 

CL NWC loans $’s to LA to create desalinating process 
 

LA destroys resulting unnecessary two aqueducts which releases currently diverted northern waters back to natural flow route. 
Northern Lakes, Owens Valley and Owens Lake, Rose Valley, Little Lake and IWV aquifers and natural flowing waters refill 

aquifers and reinstate surface water availability to all of the above listed. 
 
Now, we just have to convince the Navy this is very beneficial to them as our leading military establishment in the U.S. that 
does the research, development and testing of those “smart weapons”, etc., that keep us strong and safe.  Part of that justification 
would be that the source of their royalty income includes “our water” being diverted by CG.  There are many other areas of and 
cooperative benefits between the base and IWV.   
 
Put on your thinking caps and add any additional information or corrections to the above, everyone! 
 
Please contact me with any input on how to refine this path to positive resolution.  I know many of you can add to my above 
outline to bring more feasibility.  This is and has to be a full community effort.   My contact details are below and on page 1, left 
column. 
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